FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SmartSearch Adds Newly Enhanced
Dashboard, Record And Report Views
To Version 19 Upgrade
SmartSearch ATS latest version includes streamlined, graphical
user-interface and interactive dashboard.
OCEANSIDE, CA June 30, 2016 – Advanced Personnel Systems, Inc. (APS),
the makers of SmartSearch®, publishes the second in its series of three press releases
describing their Version 19 ATS. SmartSearch now offers a newly improved, highly
functional user interface that sports an enhanced dashboard, enhanced record look-up, a
better mini-view, an upgraded organizational chart, and easier access to folder
functionality.
“Version 19 offers robust and time-saving changes to sourcing with the new
semantic search capabilities within the software. Version 19 demonstrates that
SmartSearch is focused on the cadence of surpassing their competitors. This release is a
game-changer for our organization,” states Nicole Laichak-Mack, Director of Recruiting,
MMC Group.
With inspiration drawn from SmartSearch clients, the newly enhanced features of
the dashboard, records and report views were designed to help clients compete and
succeed with more ease within their competitive business markets.
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“We listened to our customers’ feedback and responded by creating a
dramatically improved interface. The flexibility and graphical design of the new
dashboard has greatly improved the speed, efficiency, view-ability and user access to
critical information. The feedback we’re receiving on Version 19 has been very positive
and enthusiastic to say the least and we couldn’t be happier about this,” adds Doug Coull,
CEO, APS, Inc.
The new, configurable graphical dashboard provides streamlined access to charts
and graphs with innovative click-thru navigation capabilities, which allows users to drill
down from graphs to more detailed information. Additionally, as part of the Version 19
upgrade, a variety of recruiting and sales activity reports are now available as graphs on
the dashboard. The mini-view has been improved to provide more flexible, configurable
access to information while viewing primary records and with a wider range of available
data. For record look-ups, new capabilities have been added to improve speed and
efficiency while retrieving a variety of record types. Improvements to the org chart
functionality in business records allows for better, easier access for sales and relationship
management with enhanced drill-down information capabilities. The final interface
improvement has been to the folders. The ability to access multiple folders at once and to
toggle between searching one’s own folders, their branch or all folders, has been added to
provide flexibility, along with greater ease and speed.
“Version 19 was a labor of love for us. With client input and inspiration, we were
able to build and deliver a highly responsive and visually appealing product, which our
clients are excited to use,” says LJ Morris, CTO, APS, Inc.
Version 19 offers many new and enhanced functions in addition to the efficient
and user-friendly dashboard, enhanced reports and records, and lightning-fast search
engine. SmartSearch users will find Version 19 boasts of an updated and efficient twoway texting option, Google Calendar integration and support for Gmail users, and an
improved mobile-friendly Onboarding Portal. In addition, new tools to upload resumes
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quickly with a drag-and-drop feature or Dropbox upload have been added, in addition to
an enhanced feature for using LinkedIn imports with the Smart Page Capture.

About SmartSearch®: Since 1986, Advanced Personnel Systems, Inc. leads the way in the
development and deployment of quality talent management and recruiting software. For over
three decades, SmartSearch talent acquisition and staffing management software, has been
creating applicant tracking systems to streamline sourcing, recruiting and hiring in one easy-touse solution. We help our clients to recruit at the speed of life and stay ahead of the curve in the
ever-changing recruitment landscape. For more information visit:
http://www.smartsearchonline.com
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